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Date: 14 September 2020 
 
Liz Kenny 
townclerk@frodsham.gov.uk  
 
Dear Liz, 
 
Frodsham: Town Pillar Clock – Cover Glass Replacement + LED Lighting Upgrade  
 
As you are no doubt aware, our regional engineer Sam Schoonderwoerd was on site recently to assess 
problems with the clock. When he arrived, he found one dial to be showing the incorrect time. Under closer 
inspection it was found that this was due to an old motor failing – the motor was replaced and is now 
working correctly. A concern has also been raised about one of the cover glasses. It appears to have been 
vandalised with a sticker and has left a permanent mark on the face which impedes the viewing of the dial. 
This cover glass will need to be replaced. It was also noticed that the lighting is an old fluorescent tube 
ballast system. We recommend replacing this with LEDs. Not only are LEDs more reliable and longer 
lasting, but they also use far less energy which is better for the environment and will lower electricity costs. 
It would be much more cost effective to have this completed at the same time as replacing the cover glass, 
as two men are required on site due to access. 
 
Quotation 
 
-To prepare in our workshop 1x new 2ft pillar clock cover glass 
-To also prepare kit for 4x 2ft LED tubes, including mounting and wiring 
-To attend on site with two men out of hours and access the clock using a ladder  
-To remove the old fluorescent tubes and install LEDs 
-To replace the damaged cover glass and leave in good working order 
 
This would cost £1,404 net plus VAT. 
  
Point to Note   
 
This quotation is submitted subject to our standard Terms and Conditions and will remain valid for 90 
days.   
I hope this information meets with your requirements but please do not hesitate to contact me should you 
require further clarification of any of the points raised. 
 
Kind regards  
  

Tom Ratcliffe 
 
Tom Ratcliffe  
Clockmaker / Technical Sales Consultant  
 
+44 (0) 7800 689 417  
tom.ratcliffe@smithofderby.com 
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